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Welcome to the Content Jungle.
We are Current Resident.
We partner with brands, agencies, and movements to solve their content
issues. As the industry shifts and evolves through new mediums and new
demands, we exist because what’s needed wasn’t out there - a lean, honest,
and adaptable solution with diverse creatives solving todays content needs.
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Why we exist.
We started Current Resident with the intention of creating something that was
missing in the industry. We’re a small and scrappy gang of misfits - it’s on
purpose. The future is quick and adaptive, and we like being on the right side
of history.
Our mission is simple and true to our core - everything we do we do to create
a more inclusive, idea pushing community that supports its people inside and
out.

So, what do we do?
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WHAT WE DO

How we help
We create projects that get us excited - they are human,
smart, and brand-focused. Whether you’re in need of every
tool in the tool-box or just one.

DISCOVERY & RESEARCH

CONTENT PRODUCTION

EDITING

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

STUDIO

IN-STUDIO EDIT SESSIONS

CONTENT STRATEGY

TV PRODUCTION

MOTION-GRAPHICS

SCRIPT DEVELOPMENT

PHOTOGRAPHY

ANIMATION

STORY DEVELOPMENT

BRANDED ENTERTAINMENT

COLOR GRADING

STORYBOARDING

EMERGING PLATFORMS

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

COPYWRITING
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DATA STORAGE

THE STUDIO
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•

Current Resident was built to house
the best production tools and
technology. Our team of filmmakers,
designers, animators and
photographers are ready to handle
projects at any scale.

3 IN-STUDIO EDIT SUITES
CLIENT LOUNGE
3 SIDED CYC-WALL 23’X29’
SNACKS - COCKTAILS

WHAT WE DO

How we do it
We ask a lot of questions. Starting with why - why are we making this thing? This project? This campaign? And then
we get to work.
Expect collaboration at every level and expect every decision to be brand-focused. If you already have an idea or
something is already written, great. – but count on us to pressure test it. It’s not us vs. you; it’s everyone vs. the idea.
Let’s make it great together.
At the end of the day we work to make life easier for everyone involved. From problem solving the seemingly
impossible, to coming in under budget, we thrive in crossing oceans for the project.

EXPLORATION & IDENTIFY

PREPARE & ASSEMBLE

PRODUCE & CREATE

SOLVE & CELEBRATE

Right out the gate we plaster our walls with
the brands true north - Who are you? What do
you look like? What are you trying to say?

Measure twice, cut once. We take the time to
mitigate any roadblocks during prep to always
keep budgets and timelines in check.

Together we explore the brand, the problem
and then identify the message and the goal to
ensure the project goes exactly where it
needs to, and then some.

We assemble the right people to ensure the
perfect fit for each job. Whether your
production is in Minnesota or a different
country we have a deep and diverse team of
contacts ready for anything.

Where it all comes together. Count on the
production to move fast, but nimble. We’re big
believers that when we’re on set we maximize
output. That means capture the boards but
look for opportunities and moments that will
help the project and the brand. Preproduction, discovery, and execution never
stop.

They say a third of the story is made in post
so why would the collaboration stop here? It
doesn’t. We are huge advocates of in-studio
edit sessions. If you and your team can’t
make it in we’d love to jump on a screenshare. The time saved in our sessions is
roughly 50%, or put another way, one 8hr instudio edit session is about a week of work
collaborating via email.

All of our sets have photography cameras on
them - frankly it’s for our own content
purposes, however, if you want stills it’s an
easy plug and play.
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Upon wrap all data is stored and archived
ready to be pulled for future projects.

WHAT WE DO

MOBILE HOME was set up to meet the growing need for
high quality creative content on smaller budgets and
tighter timelines.
As the “little sister” of Current Resident, MOBILE HOME offers our
collaborators the creative talents and experience of the full team
combined with the lean productions needed for a mobile-first world.

Mobile Home
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LOGO

Case Studies
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CASE STUDIES

Bringing big data
to big machines
with Stanley
CLIENT
Stanley Infrastructure
CHALLENGE
Use video to push and elevate the brands voice
for two new services going to market.
SERVICES
Content Strategy
Story Development
Script Development
Copywriting
Video Production
Post-production
Graphic Design
Motion Design
Animation
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SUMMARY
“DOWN TIME DECIMATED”

CHALLENGE

SERVICES

Stanley has a decades-long reputation as the
manufacturer of the best industrial scrapyard tools
available on the market. Not a brand to rest on its laurels,
they’ve recently developed cutting-edge telemetrics and
remote access tools with capabilities that could reach far
beyond scrapyards. The came to us to help them introduce
these new tools to the world.

Content Strategy
Story Development
Script Development
Copywriting
Video Production
Post-production
Graphic Design
Motion Design
Animation

SOLVE
We created a series of videos from the ground up that
helped launch the Stanley InSite and ProCall brand.
Using live action, motion graphics and animation the
campaign brought light to a new technology and gave the
brand a fresh and consistent voice, while laying the
foundation for their visual storytelling.

THE IMPACT
Since the campaign, the Stanley InSite and ProCall brand
equity has exploded industry wide. While being first to
market has positioned Stanley to reaffirm market position
and is resonating with both loyal and new customers.
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EXPLORE AND IDENTIFY

The Strategy
DEVELOPING A VOICE AND LOOK

Before diving into production we had to build a
visual storytelling style that felt inline with
Stanley’s target audience, while ensuring we
were not falling into industry tropes.

By collaborating with Stanley’s internal team
we began to focus our messaging towards a
blue-collar demographic that was at a turning
point in their industry. What was once a solely
customer service centered industry has shifted
to put emphasis on data collection and “the
internet of things”. We used this information to
lay the ground work for the Produce and
Create phase.

•

“

…while ensuring we were not
falling into industry tropes.
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PRODUCE AND CREATE

Names and Tags
WHAT TO CALL IT?

We worked closely with Stanley Infrastructure
to develop names and taglines for their two
new products. The first, InSite, allows users to
get detailed information on industrial tools, like
running time and maintenance schedules. The
second, ProCall, allows end-users to connect
directly with experts in the field.

We wanted to make sure we kept the target
user in mind during the entire concepting
process - and after two ideation sessions and
what seemed like hundreds of names the votes
were cast and a verdict was found - InSite and
ProCall (plus taglines) were born.

ProCall - “Become an Anywhere, Anytime Expert”
InSite - “Downtime Decimated”
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•

“

We wanted to make sure we
kept the target user in mind
during the entire concepting
process.

* 7 of the top 10 finalists
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PRODUCE AND CREATE

Putting it All Together
PRODUCTION

Over the course of two days we travelled to a
number of large-scale industrial scrapyards in
Illinois to film these tools in use. By executing
on a documentary style approach we were able
to cover a lot of ground while capturing some
amazing footage of the machines and
technology in action.

POST - PRODUCTION

Going into post-production we ensured
continued collaboration and fast turnarounds by using a combination of screensharing and review site technologies.
Because we had to convey a lot of
information in a short amount of time, we
scripted both videos and used narration
coupled with motion graphics to power the
messaging.
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PRODUCE AND CREATE

Design & Animation
Evolution
WHAT YOU SEE AND DON’T SEE

Due to the technology and software not
being fully developed during production,
we decided to use a combination of motion
graphics and animation to showcase key
features and benefits.
Over the course of two weeks we fine
tuned the designs to align with the Stanley
brand while being adaptable for future
applications and projects.
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PRODUCE AND CREATE
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IF THE VIDEO DOES NOT PLAY, GO HERE - CURRENTRESIDENT.TV/WORK/STANLEY/

IF THE VIDEO DOES NOT PLAY, GO HERE - CURRENTRESIDENT.TV/WORK/STANLEY/

TESTIMONIALS

“

Current Resident has a mastery in both video
direction and building out the messaging for a new
product. They jumped right into what we needed
them to do and we are absolutely thrilled with the
final result.

Daniel Johnston
CREATIVE DIRECTOR & MARKETING SPECIALIST
STANLEY INFRASTRUCTURE
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TESTIMONIALS

“

I wanted to tell you all that it’s a home run…
Current Resident brought a lot to the effort, worked
hard, and collaborated really well with our team
and the client. I think this is a great piece of
storytelling, and love the continuous “current” of
power throughout - from the field to the café. Great
job!

Chris Schermer
FOUNDER & CEO
SCHERMER | PROJECT - GE-ECO
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TESTIMONIALS

“

CR is our go-to partner. They do great work with
fast turn around. They can easily compete with any
production house in town.

John Foley
FOUNDER & CEO

LEVEL MPLS
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The Roster

MEET THE TEAM

The Residents
COLLABORATORS - CLOSE AND FAR

We work with some of the best people in the business. And we’re
not just saying that - they are amazing. Not only at what they do
but who they are as individuals.
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MEET THE TEAM

Erik Nelson
PARTNER | DIRECTOR

Erik was born near the South Dakota border on a day that the sun didn’t shine. As a youth Erik
watched the movie Reservoir Dogs and realized that someone made that and decided that he
wanted to make things too. Erik later went off to college and started to forget these dreams. He
drifted for a time then took a respectable job and had an office with a view and polished shoes and a
subscription to the Wall Street Journal.
Erik doesn’t talk much about those years except to say that one day he was planning a climb in
Africa and decided he should get a proper camera to take photos of the climb. It was then that he
realized that consumer cameras of the time could produce video with something approaching a
cinematic look. That was the moment everything changed.
Erik bought a camera and took it to Africa and had the camera completely stop working on the
foothills of Kilimanjaro but it didn’t matter. From that moment forward the path was set. He spent
every spare moment filming and editing and learning the craft. The next climbing trip was to
Slovenia and this time he was ready. The final video wasn’t perfect but it was fun and it felt to Erik
like it was made by Erik and that was just as important.
Erik got paid for that video and from then on his dream became his life’s work.
Erik is now a writer and director at Current Resident. When he’s not working at Current Resident
you can find him working on a documentary about a legendary Minnesota drug smuggler who
disappeared in the 70s. He hasn’t found him yet.
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MEET THE TEAM

Chaddix Malchow
PARTNER | HEAD OF POST-PRODUCTION

When Chaddix was 10 years old, he built his first computer – 2 years later, he picked up his parent’s
old Hi-8 camera and started making ridiculous shit with his friends. That’s where it all started.
Chaddix brings an inherent technical expertise to the company mixed with a strong creative
influence. He’s been shooting and editing professionally for 15+ years- his first job being at a local
access TV station. His passion was amplified when he was 17 and on set for both a feature length
film, “Clear Lake, WI” and a Best Western national commercial shoot. Once he graduated HS, he
found a mentor that helped him hone his skills and he began his freelance career taking on a variety
of different projects and roles.
He met Pat his Sophomore year in college, and joined the college AV club developing a campus
web series. A year later, they started their first production company, Field Technique, which
ultimately led to their decision in dropping out of college to pursue the business full time; that was 8
years ago.
Chaddix handles majority of all post-production at Current Resident and is usually on set and
swings between whatever role the production calls for.
On the side, he is constantly shooting on his medium format film camera that gives CR a unique
aesthetic for all the behind-the-scenes pics…that, and going to raves and festivals.
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MEET THE TEAM

Patrick Shelton
PARTNER | DIRECTOR

NOTE: For the sake of privacy all names and titles have been redacted.
Subject: Patrick Shelton
Dates: 1989 – 2007, 2018
The following is a true story from early adolescence, falling roughly between the ages of 60 months, give
or take a few years, and 334 months.
As remembered by the subject.
[NARRATOR] Ah, Late Fall 1989, Borneo: Patrick Shelton is born. His parents, entrepreneurial scientist by
trade exposed the young boy, deliberately or not, to self-discipline and the scientific method. Both, funny
enough, lie dormant until the spring 2007. At which point the thick, humid jungles of Borneo finally got the
best of him forcing the boy to abandon the undergrowth of his once home. [PAT] I’m so over this shit.
[NARRATOR] His solution, ionically enough, was to take his studies and life to 12155 Johnny Cake Ridge
Rd, Apple Valley, MN 55124, U.S.A., the local zoo, where he planned to complete his ornithological
education. [TEACHER’S ASSISTANT] Birds are like dinosaurs but for today. [NARRATOR] Or so he
thought. Later, after a myriad of tests these events were assumed to be the result of heat exhaustion and a
slight, but persistent allergy to bur oak, sadly, his favorite tree. Two weeks in, Patrick finds himself sitting
against an artificial tree in an artificial jungle watching a real sun-bear basking in the real humidity. And it is
here we find Pat and his new sun-bear friend, at the cross-roads of a young life. And like most high school
students this one ends locking eyes and making far reaching assumptions to the inner dialogs of a large
furry mammal, [SUN-BEAR] Do you really want to be an ornithologist the rest of your life?
NOTE: In accordance with the Best of the Midwest 2013 winner TKE Law, Pelican Rapids, MN – it is in Patrick
Shelton’s sole interest to leave the years 2010 – 2017 expunged from the remainder of this document.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Present day Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A., Patrick is a partner and director at Current Resident.
Ingrained with a deep love for both narrative and entrepreneurship he’s constantly looking for new and exciting
ways to blend the two… When asked if he wants to direct feature films, he answers, “Brands are more
adventurous, and hungry for story than ever – if I’m to be so lucky it will be an ad.”
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¹ UPDATE: Asked briefly to describe his passions, Shelton has said in an interview that he, “wants to leave the
world slightly better than I found it. Through inclusivity and truth. Like Cuba Gooding Jr. in Radio”

MEET THE TEAM

Dave Damman
CREATIVE CONSULTANT | ADVISOR

We have Dave Damman as a creative resource and someone we partner with on projects. Having
led some of the world's most successful creative agencies, he's one of our creative consultants/
advisors, and we weave his expertise into the fabric of the Current Resident offering/work.

Dave Damman’s celebrated work includes breakthrough campaigns for a who’s who of brands,
including Lee Jeans, Subaru, GNC, United Airlines, Chevrolet, Timberland, Harley-Davidson, Pepsi,
Mountain Dew, Holiday Inn, BMW, Chris-Craft, Tempurpedic, Children's Defense Fund and Jim
Beam.
Since beginning his career 20 years ago at New York’s Saatchi & Saatchi, Damman has held the
creative director title at numerous top agencies, and immediately previous to joining Carmichael
Lynch, he helmed the creative department at Fallon Worldwide. At Gallegos United, serving as Chief
Creative Officer and Co-President, Dave Damman helmed the restructure and rebranding of the
United Collective--a culturally attuned, future facing communications group. Prior to joining Gallegos
in 2016, Dave served as the interim Global Executive Creative Director for IPG’s Commonwealth,
overseeing the Chevrolet Business across markets worldwide.
Damman’s work has been recognized in the U.S. and internationally by all the most respected
creative award competitions, including the One Show, Cannes, CA, The New York Art Directors Club
and Britain’s D&AD Advertising. He is also a sought after jury member for award organizations like
The One Show, Communication Arts and The Effies.
Damman also helped pioneer the Carmichael Collective, a much talked about project that asked
employees to create for creativity’s sake. Many of these acts have been covered in a variety of
outlets, from MSNBC to Buzzfeed, Funny or Die to The Huffington Post.
See Daves work here: https://vimeo.com/feedthegrizz
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Thank you.
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